Detection of CAG trinucleotide repeat numbers with fragment analysis in patients diagnosed with Huntington’s disease and in their families
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Abstract
Purpose: Huntington's Disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant disorder affecting nervous system. CAG trinucleotide repeat (TNR) increase in Huntingtin gene causes the disease. In normal individuals, 10-35 TNRs are found whereas in HD this number exceeds 36-37. This study aimed to investigate TNR numbers in individuals with HD diagnosed family and to provide genetic counselling for individuals with abnormal alleles.

Material and Methods: Subjects consist of family members of a male who died at age of 60 due to HD. Randomly selected 57 healthy individuals are also analysed for control. TNR numbers were determined by fragment analysis.

Results: TNR numbers of family members were determined as 17, 21, 23, 25, 33, 36 and 39. TNR numbers of randomly selected healthy people were found below 26. Individuals with 33 and 36 TNRs were considered risk groups. Individuals with 39 TNRs were considered HD patients.

Conclusion: Since some subjects had 39 TNRs, it was emphasized that these people should be under physician control. Prenatal diagnosis is recommended to those who plan to have children. In addition, subjects with 33 and 36 CAG trinucleotide repeats are advised to inform new generations about HD and that they may be affected in future.
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INTRODUCTION

Huntington's disease (HD) is a neurodegenerative disorder which shows autosomal dominant inheritance and is characterized by clinically different phenotypes, such as chorea, dystonia, impaired coordination, cognitive decline, uncontrolled shivering and social dysfunction. With the disease, nerve cell loss and atrophy occur in the caudate and putamen of the brain. HD brain MR images show significant morphological differences compared to the control group. In particular, it has been reported that basal ganglion and the neck cerebrum are significantly reduced and the cerebral cortex is significantly increased. Early degenerative changes in the striatum and cerebral neck and enlargements in the cerebral cortex were accepted as radiological findings for HD. In addition, it has been reported that if one of the parents of an individual is sick, they are also more likely to think of suicide because of the risk of getting the disease.

The gene causing HD was detected in 1983 and reported to be present on the fourth chromosome (4p16.3). The gene that caused the disease was named Huntingtin (HTT) and was mostly understood in 1993. It has been reported that CAG (Poly-glutamine) trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) in the first exon of this gene causes the disease. Normal individuals have 10-36 CAG TNRs whereas those with HD have more than 37 TNRs. However, in some studies, it has been reported that 36-39 TNRs do not cause HD. As the number of TNRs increases, the severity of the symptoms increases and the disease is seen at earlier ages. The main reason for the occurrence of HD in childhood is that the TNRs in alleles exceed 40. Individuals with higher number of TNRs have an increased risk of getting the disease. The number of TNR repetitions in one of the alleles of the father is 34-35, the TNR number in the child may rise to 37 and above, leading to the disease.

The onset age of HD varies. In some people symptoms may appear within the first 10 years, while others may not show any symptoms until the age of 60. There are three types of HD which are childhood onset HD, youth onset HD and adult onset HD. The childhood HD period starts from birth to the age of 18. In these individuals, mutant alleles cannot pass on to the next generation due to premature death. Youth HD usually starts between the age 18-20. If the TNR count is 60 or more, the disease develops early, starting with symptoms of tremors and contractions. The disease is caused by the fact that the TNR region in the DNA has spontaneously increased by looping, or that it has passed through the mother in some cases but has often passed from the father to the child. If the number of TNR increases in HD, the age of onset of the disease decreases. The youngest known case is a girl with symptoms beginning at 18 months and having 265/14 TNRs.

The incidence of HD in Turkey is not known precisely. Furthermore, there are not many studies conducted in our country regarding the TNR numbers. In one study, TNR numbers in HTT gene were investigated in 127 HD patients and 122 healthy individuals and repeat numbers reported to be in the range of 38-78 in HD patients and 10-35 in healthy individuals. In another study, genetic analyses were performed on 27 HD patients from 19 different families, and the TNR numbers were reported to vary between 40-76. It has been emphasized that the resulting symptoms of the TNR increase in HD are similar to diseases such as Fragile X Syndrome, Kennedy Syndrome, Myotonic Dystrophy, so a molecular diagnosis is necessary.

There are many patients diagnosed with HD based on clinical and radiological findings in our region. A sick family has been found in Doruk district (Ceyhan-Adana). Children and close relatives of these patients are living with fear of having HD at a later age and they also think that their children will also suffer from this disease. For this reason, TNR numbers in the HTT gene of patients or individuals under 30 years of age in this family should be determined. It is very important to identify individuals whose TNR number is greater than 36-37. Individuals with HD risk should be followed up and, if they get married in the future,
they should definitely have a prenatal diagnosis during pregnancy.

For these reasons, it was aimed to establish a molecular diagnosis in order to avoid confusion with clinically diagnosed Huntington's patients with other neurodegenerative diseases since there was no previous study for the detection of TNR numbers in these individuals. In addition, if the TNR number is above 36-37 in subjects under 30 years of age, these individuals will be recommended to be under the control of a physician. Also, individuals who are married will be recommended to have a prenatal diagnosis during pregnancy to prevent the birth of possible HD patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and DNA isolation

Patient blood samples related to this study were taken from the members of a family who were diagnosed with Huntington's disease after having applied to the neurology clinic of Çukurova University Faculty of Medicine with various complaints. 20 members of this family are found in Ceyhan (Adana) and 3 ml blood samples are collected in tubes containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). In addition, 3 ml blood samples are collected from 57 healthy people for control group. DNA is obtained from blood samples using DNA isolation kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen Inc., California, USA). Each patient and control were informed about the study before blood sampling and was asked to sign an informed consent form approved by the Ethics Committee of the Çukurova University Medical Faculty.

PCR, capillary electrophoresis and TNR number determination

HD related regions with TNRs were amplified using a standard PCR amplification protocol. 11.1 µL distilled water, 4 µL Taq buffer (Thermo Fischer Inc., Massachusetts, USA), 4.8 µL dNTP (240 µmol/L each) (Thermo Fischer Inc., Massachusetts, USA), 1 µL MgCl2 (0.625 mmol) (Thermo Fischer Inc., Massachusetts, USA), 1.5 unit Taq enzyme (Thermo Fischer Inc., Massachusetts, USA), 10 µL DNA (400-500 ng), 4.8 µL DMSO (120 g/L) (Thermo Fischer Inc., Massachusetts, USA) and 2 µL (20 pmol) of forward 

(5'-6-FAM-ATGAAGGCCTCGAGTCCCTCAAGTCC-3')

and 2 µL (20 pmol) of reverse primer (5'-CGGTGGGCGCTGTTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTGCTC-3') is used for the PCR mixture. PCR conditions are set as 5 min for the primary denaturation at 95 °C, after that 36 cycles of 1 min at 95 °C for the denaturation, 1 min at 64 °C for annealing, 1 min at 72 °C for the extension and lastly 10 min at 72 °C for the final extension.

Statistical analysis

PCR amplified samples using FAM labelled forward primers were then subjected to capillary electrophoresis on an ABI Prism 3130 instrument using POP-7 polymer to measure their length and the length of the region containing the TNR that caused HD was determined. While the number of repeats causing the HD was calculated, the number of non-repeating nucleotides (47 bp) in the region was subtracted from the total number of nucleotides that was determined by capillary electrophoresis, divided by 3, and the number of TNRs of each sample was calculated.

RESULTS

The pedigree was drawn by gathering the information of the family that made up the subject group (Figure 1). According to the information obtained, the first-generation grandfather died from HD, the second-generation individuals were all over the age of 40, and the people numbered 1, 3 and 7 were identified as HD. Individual number 1 was reported to have died from the disease. Individuals 3 and 7 are alive and living as HD patients. All of the people in the second-generation were reported to be married and have children. However, blood samples could be obtained only from individuals 3, 5 and 6 and their children. The others could not be reached because they live abroad (Netherlands).
Individual 3 (HD patient male) was married and had 2 boys and 3 girls. At the age of 54, however, HD symptoms have begun, he is currently suffering from HD and cannot live without support. His children are between 20-46 years of age. TNR numbers in the HTT gene were determined from the samples we obtained from all of this family. It was determined that there were 23/39 TNRs in the father (individual 3) and 21/23 TNRs in the mother (wife of individual 3). Because one of the father’s alleles contained 39 TNRs, the disease was confirmed. When the children of this family are examined, it was determined that the oldest daughter and youngest son were healthy (23/25 TNRs, 23/23 TNRs respectively), and the other three children had potential for future HD due to 23/39 TNRs. These individuals are shown as square patterns in the pedigree because one of their alleles contained 39 TNRs but did not yet show the disease symptoms.

Individual 5 was married and had 2 girls and 2 boys. The mother (individual 5) is 50 years old and looks healthy. When the TNR numbers are examined, it was found that the individual 5 had 25/39 TNRs. Three of her four children were found to have 23 and 25 TNRs in their alleles. However, one daughter, who is 29 years old and healthy for now, was found to have 23/39 TNRs. Figure 2 shows the fragment analysis result of the individual 5 with 25/39 TNRs as an example.

Individual 6 was married and had 4 girls and 1 boy. Blood samples were also taken from this family. The mother (individual 6) is 46 years old and looks healthy. When the TNR numbers are examined, it was found that the individual 6 had 17/33 and her husband had 23/33 TNRs. HD is not expected in this family since the TNRs are not over 36. However, the children of this family were also studied. It was determined that 4 of the children contained 23/33 TNRs, and one contained 23/36 TNRs.
Separate from these families where the disease was seen, blood samples were taken from 57 randomly selected healthy subjects and the TNR numbers were determined. Minimum of 9 TNRs and a maximum of 26 TNRs were determined in these individuals. Average number of TNRs in healthy individuals (114 alleles) was found to be 15.15 ± 2.73 (average ± standard deviation).

**DISCUSSION**

Although the age of onset of HD depends on the number of TNRs, it is very important for children if one of the parents is sick because HD has an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern and the disease symptoms appear mostly after 35 years of age. Until this age, it is very likely that someone will marry and transfer their abnormal allele to their children. Therefore, instead of following the HD diagnosed individuals and conducting a TNR study, a family whose father had 3 HD patient children out of his 8 children and died of HD was selected. Three members of second generation of this family, one patient male and two healthy females, live in the Doruk (Ceyhan-Adana). Other individuals of this generation and their children live in the Netherlands. Family members living in the Netherlands were not included in study since their blood samples could not be obtained. However, one patient and two healthy individuals from the second generation and their family members were included in the study.

According to our findings, one of the alleles of the individual number 3 (generation II) in the HTT gene contains 39 TNRs, and consequently has HD. In previous studies, it was reported that when the TNR number increases above 36, the disease symptoms begins to appear after the age of 45, and as the number of TNRs increases, onset age of the HD decreases\(^{17, 26}\). As a matter of fact, symptoms in this patient (individual 3) started at age of 50, and the severity of the symptoms increased with age. This patient is married at the age of 22 and has 3 daughters and 2 sons in which the eldest is 36 years old. It is a very bad situation for children to live in fear because of the risk of HD. The TNR numbers of these children were examined and it was found that three of five children (ages 27-34 years) had 39 TNRs in one of the alleles which they acquired from their father. Due to the fact that their father acquired HD after the age of 50, these children are also expected to show HD symptoms in the coming years and routine doctor control is suggested.
The individual number 5 (generation II, female) is 50 years old and does not have any symptoms of HD yet. However, one of the alleles of this individual was found to have 39 TNRs. This person has had 5 children. Of the 5 children, only one of the alleles of one of her daughter (29 years old) contains 39 TNRs. Although she is 50 years old, she does not have any signs of HD. In some studies, it has been reported that, even in monozygotic twins, the phenotype of the disease may vary due to personal characteristics, environmental and epigenetic factors, and epimutations in the critical DNA region20-31. In this family, it is suggested that the mother and her daughter should be under doctor’s supervision, thinking that they may get HD in the future.

With this study, information was provided about the necessity of prenatal diagnosis for persons who had not yet had children and whose TNR number was higher than 36 in one of their alleles. In the generation III, only one of the people whose TNR number is greater than 36 is single, other three are married and have children. If these individuals are likely to make more children, they would better have a prenatal diagnosis. However, this decision should still be left to couples. In fact, in a study done with 354 couples, in which one of the individuals had increased TNRs, it was emphasized that 75% of women agreed to have prenatal diagnosis on their first and second pregnancies, but all women needed psychological support after prenatal diagnosis32. Prenatal diagnosis is necessary to prevent the disease from being transmitted to next generations.

The HD status of the subjects was determined precisely and the concerns of those who have healthy alleles were finally ended. In addition, individuals with an increased TNR allele are warned for being at risk of developing disease later in life and are recommended to be under physician control. Moreover, these families have been isolated in rural areas due to HD and marriage with other families has not been possible. With this study, the social pressure on these families was also abolished. In relation to HD, it is reported that if the parents have increased TNRs, they may also have healthy children with Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD) method. As a matter of fact, studies on this subject are available and healthy embryos can be obtained by PGD and can be transferred to the mother so that the couples have healthy children33.

For control, HTT TNR numbers of the 57 individuals randomly selected from the population, were analysed and found to be between 9-26 TNRs. These people have no chance of HD. In previous studies, it was emphasized that the probability of emergence of new cases in future generations is higher if TNR number is above 27 in one of the alleles8,9. It has been reported that in regions where TNRs occur, hairpin loops are formed and these regions are more prone to TNR increase particularly if the second base is Adenine34-36. For this reason, it is advisable to collect information and data from time to time in society and to follow such people in future generations.

In conclusion, according to many previous studies and the genetic results of this study obtained from these family members who are diagnosed with HD, HD definitely characterized by increase of the CAG TNRs. Since the disease is mostly seen at an old age, new generations marry and transfer abnormal genes to new generations without knowing it. Families with individuals diagnosed with HD in neurology clinic must have genetic analysis and should be informed that they (or their wives) should be given a prenatal diagnosis during pregnancy.
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